
11-18-2021 High Beginning and Low Intermediate Lesson


Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. What plans do you have for 
Thanksgiving?


Pronunciation: There are two sounds for C, C=K and C=S


When C comes before a consonant we pronounce like K. When C comes at the end of the 
word we pronounce like K. If the C is followed by A, O or U, we pronounce like K.


1. I got a prescription at the clinic.

2. He'll win the October election.

3. Carry the clothes in the closet to the attic.

4. The electric clock tells the exact time.

5. A black truck blocked traffic.


When C comes before E, I or Y, we pronounce like S.


Note that in some words, one of the C's will be pronounced with a K sound and the other as an 
S sound, depending on which letter comes before or after it.  Say these words and tell the 
sound of each C in the word. 

cancer, circle, cycle, accept, accent, calcium, accident, vaccine, succeed


1. When my bicycle was stolen, I called the city police.

2. It is certain that cigarettes cause cancer.

3. The children feel secure at the day care center.

4. When did the accident occur?

5. I don't have access to your account.


Grammar: Using Past Perfect Tense 
The past perfect tense is had + past participle (had gone, had been, had seen)


We use PAST tense to talk about what happened in the past. EX: Susan arrived.

This is the starting part of the story. If we want to talk about what happened before that time in 
the past, we use PAST PERFECT tense.   EX: Mother had already gone home by the time 
Susan arrived. We often use adverbs between "had" and the past participle. EX: had already 
gone, had never been, had often seen, had frequently run, had just eaten


club closet clothes cry crowd cruel

include uncle truck ticket picture October

music romantic plastic basic traffic panic

copy captain score discuss second excuse

center cereal certain force sentence medicine

circus cigarette grocery justice pencil decide

excite recipe cycle bicycle mercy citizen



Choose the correct answer. 

1. Beth went to Jo's house, but she had (went / gone).

2. I visited my hometown last year. It had really (change / changed).

3. As we drove home, we saw a car that had (broke / broken) down.

4. She came to visit me, but I had already (went / gone) to bed.

5. We went to Spain last year. We had never (went / gone) there before.

6. The man was very nervous. He had not (flew / flown) before.


Put the past perfect tense in the blank. 
EX:  (save)   I had saved my work before the computer shut down.


1. (go)  I went to see Jon at his office, but he ________________.

2. (give) We _______________ presents to the grandchildren every year.

3. (close) The store _________________ by the time we got there.

4. (be) The circus was wonderful. I _______ never ___________ to a circus before.

5. (know) Jan ___________________ the English class would be hard.

6. (run) She __________________ out the door before I could tell it was a fake spider.

7. (begin) They came after the meeting _________________.

8. (choose) The teacher ______________ the best students to perform. 

9. (break) When we got home, we discovered someone ________________ the window.

10. (see) Karen and Bill ____________________ the movie we were watching.


Vocabulary: Walk and Run 

walk:  Do you walk to the park?  Do you walk to the grocery store?  Where do you walk?


1-If you walk like a soldier, you march. If you walk in a slow, relaxed way, you stroll. You don't 
stroll if you are in a hurry. If one leg is hurt, you limp. If you walk through water, you wade.

If you take a long walk in the country, you hike.


2-You say, "Let's go for a walk."  OR  "Let's walk to the store."  The first sentence uses "walk" 
as a noun. The second sentence uses "walk" as a verb.  You can also "take a walk". EX: 
Tonight let's take a walk downtown and look at the Christmas lights.


3-Do you feel it's safe to walk on the streets at night?   Would you walk in a park at night?  
Where would you feel unsafe walking?


4-If you are in a bad situation and decide to leave, you walk away.


Sara: Daddy the kids at school tease me and call me names.

Daddy: Just walk away, Sara. Some kids are mean and you just ignore them.


Did Daddy give Sara good advice. What would you tell your kids to do?




5-Some older people use a walker to help them walk. Others use a walking cane or a walking 
stick. Do you use anything to help you walk? Does anyone you know use a walker or a cane?


6-The employees walked out when the boss said he wouldn't pay them for overtime. In other 
words, they left the building. Would you walk out if you worked long hours and didn't get 
overtime pay?


7-There is a saying, "Don't judge a man until you have walked a mile in his shoes."  What do 
you think that means?


8-If you walk "single file", you walk in a line. You stand behind someone and someone else 
stands behind you.  


9-A "walk in the park" is something that is very easy to do.  EX: Speaking English is a walk in 
the park if you were born and raised in America.  What is something that is "a walk in the park" 
for you.


10-There is a saying, "You must learn to walk before you can run." What does this mean?


run: move faster than a walk.   Do you ever run?


1-If you run as fast as you can, you sprint.  If you run slowly for exercise, you jog.  If you run 
against someone else, you race.


2-Run can also mean to be in charge of something. EX: My mother runs a book store.  Who 
runs this hotel? It is badly run.  Have you ever been in charge of running an event or a store?


3-If a machine runs, it operates. EX: This machine runs on batteries. Nell left the engine running 
in her car.  I forgot to run the dishwasher. Our air conditioner doesn't run much at night.  What 
temperature do you set your air conditioner on?  Do you like your house to be cold while you 
sleep?


4-"You can "run late".  Are you a person that frequently runs late?  Does it bother you when 
your friends "run late"?  We use run to talk about buses, trains or subways. EX: The buses run 
on time", so get to the bus stop early.  Do the buses and trains run on time in your country?


5-You can "run for" governor or president. When you "run for" something you try to get people 
to vote for you in an election.  Have you ever run for a position?


6-Doctors might tell you they will "run some tests" to help them know what is wrong.


Patient: Doctor, I have a runny nose and I am running a fever. Do I have a cold?

Doctor: I'm not sure. I'll run some tests first.


7-Batteries can "run down". You can "run down" if you have been working hard and are very 
tired.


Mother: I have worked really hard cleaning this house every day this work. I feel run down.

Daughter: Mother, you must rest. If you get run down, you might get sick. Please take a day 
off.


When your mother comes to visit, does she work cleaning and cooking for you and your 
family?




8-You can "run out of" groceries or money or time.


Student: I'm sorry, professor. I didn't finish the test. I "ran out of time".

Professor: I told you to work faster. I could see that time was "running out" and you weren't 
even half way finished.


Did you ever run out of time before you finished a test?


9-If something "runs out" it comes to an end. EX: My magazine subscription runs out in 
December. I need to renew it. Do you subscribe to any newspapers or magazines?


10-If someone gives you the "runaround" they avoid giving you the information you need. EX: I 
called the insurance company to find out why they hadn't paid to fix my car. But they gave me 
the runaround. I never could get an answer from them.  Have you ever experienced someone 
giving you the "runaround"?


11- If you are the runner-up, you came in second.  EX: I was hoping to win the race, but I was 
the runner-up. 


12-Sometimes a doctor will tell you that your illness will "run its course". EX: I had a bad cold 
in October. The doctor said, "You have a virus. There is no cure. You will have to let it run its 
course. Cold viruses usually last 7 to 10 days."  I didn't want to hear that. I wanted medicine to 
cure me.



